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FOREWORD

T

he Shift2Rail initative is an innovative approach to foster successful railway research. It is structured into five
Innovation Programmes (IP). The X2Rail-1 project (led by Siemens) is the first member project within IP2 „Advanced
Traffic Management and Control Systems“ and as such we are proud that we have already delivered and will continue to
do so major groundwork which will be the basis for many innovations in the future.
The X2Rail-1 project aims to research and develop six selected key technologies to foster innovations in the field of
railway signalling and automation systems towards a flexible, real-time, intelligent traffic management and decision
support system. All off our work done so far is gearing in this direction. In the first months of the project, we were
able to make significant progress. All work packages are working, intensively and successfully. Several deliverables are
finished and were submitted to the Joint Undertaking for approval and when possible publication. We are confident
that this successful work will continue in the second part of the project.
With this midterm booklet, we give you an overview about what the main areas of research are and how far we have
come along. We give you a short outlook into the future to see what we will deliver in the coming months.
We hope you do enjoy this booklet and we are happy to receive your feedback!
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PARTNERS

OVERALL OBJECTIVES

WP2
Technical Coordination and System Coherence

The objectives of the X2Rail-1 project are as follows:
•


•


•

•
To overcome the limitations
of the existing communication
system by adapting radio
communication systems which
establish the backbone for the
next generation of advanced rail •
automation systems.
To improve the usable track
capacity by introducing more
Automatic Train Operation (ATO)
systems and Moving Block
•
systems.
To innovate the signalling
architecture towards a
more decentralized and less
cost intensive system by
incorporating Moving Block
systems and Smart Wayside
Objects.

•

To minimize energy consumption and
to improve train punctuality through
more extensive use of Automatic
Train Operation (ATO) systems.
To increase innovation in the
field of lab Testing by developing
architectures for new lab test
systems and simulations for control,
command and communication
systems in order to reduce costs.
To ensure security among all
connected signalling and control
systems by developing new Cyber
Security systems dedicated to
railways.
To ensure the backward
compatibility of ERMTS/ETCS
technologies, notwithstanding of
the required functional enrichment
of the future signalling and control
systems.
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WP9
Dissemination and Communication

X2Rail-1 Members

1 - SIEMENS
2 - ALSTOM TRANSPORT
3 - ANSALDO
4 - AŽD PRAHA
5 - BOMBARDIER
6 - CAF SIGNALLING
7 - CEIT - ASSOCIATION SENTRO TECHNOLOGICO
8 - DEUTSCHE BAHN
9 - DLR - GERMAN AEROSPACE CENTER
10 - SBB (EUROC) - SWISS FEDERAL RAILWAYS
11 - RAILENIUM
12 - HACON INGENIEURGESELLSCHAFT
13 - INDRA SISTEMAS
14 - KAPSCH CARRIERCOM
15 - MERMEC
16 - NETWORK RAIL INFRASTRUCTURE
17 - SNCF-RESEAU
18 - THALES TRANSPORTATION
SYSTEMS
19 - TRAFIKVERKET

Project has started in September 2016

mid-term

WP3

ADAPTABLE COMMUNICATION SYSTEM - LED BY KAPSCH

T

his work package will provide the starting activities for an adaptable IP communication system
based on standard technologies with enhanced throughput, safety and security functionalities to
take advantage of new technologies, supporting the current and future needs of signalling systems
(like ATO) and voice services.

Set goals:
The concept is to specify an adaptable IP communication system based on standard technologies with
enhanced through put, safety and security functionalities to take advantage of new technologies,
supporting the current and future needs of signalling systems (like ATO) and voice services.
Summary of developments:
User & System Requirements for the adaptable communication system were collected from different
stake holders, described and published already.
All tasks have been started and are on track. First drafts of system specification, business model,
choice of technology and test strategy exist.

Future outlook:
• Specification of the adaptable communication system
• Concept for prototypes and demonstrators
• Business Model and choice of technology for adaptable
communication system
• Test Strategy for verification, that the requirements defined are
covered by the adaptable communication system

WP4

ATO OVER ETCS - LED BY ALSTOM TRANSPORT
The aim of this WP is to investigate, develop and validate Automatic
Train Operation over ETCS up to GoA4.

What has been done so far:
• GoA2 Specification is completed (including ERA review)
• GoA3/4 Specification is on-going (operation context,
actors definition, operation Use Cases)

What has to be completed:
• GoA2 interoperability tests in factory
• GoA2 Pilot tests on actual train and line.

Objectives:
• To increase the transportation capacity on existing lines while limiting investment for
new infrastructure;
• To reduce the operating costs, save energy and have a more efficient use of resources
(e.g. staff).
The evolution towards “unattended operation” (GoA4) must be implemented incrementally.
It will start with a “quick win” solution based on “Semi-Automated” operation (GoA2).
This first step will already permit:
• To increase operation performances reducing the operational headway up to 30%
• To reduce operation cost saving energy consumption by at least 15%;
• To enhance the punctuality and to reduce the mean journey time.
The second step will lead to driverless (GoA3) and unattended operation (GoA4).
This second step will permit to reduce operation cost related to staff and to enhance
the operation reliability.

WP5

MOVING BLOCK - LED BY SIEMENS

Goals, Summary & Where Reached
The objective of the Moving Block Work Package is to define a high capacity, low cost, high
reliability signalling system, based on Moving Block principles, which is applicable across all
railway market segments.
We have defined four different Moving Block system types:

1) Full Moving Block, no Track Vacancy Detection
2) Fixed Virtual Blocks, no Track Vacancy Detection
3) Full Moving Block, with some Track Vacancy Detection
4) Fixed Virtual Blocks, with some Track Vacancy Detection
We are working through a series of sixteen scenario descriptions. From these we will extract
information to create the deliverables D5.1, D5.2 and D5.3.

Future outlook:
• We will provide Moving Block demonstrators
on the Shift2Rail stand at Innotrans 2018.

• In X2Rail-3 we will have new tasks on the
testing of moving block signalling, and future
architectures

WP6

ZERO ON-SITE TESTING - LED BY THALES

T

he objective of this work package is to standardise the testing scope and procedures for signalling and telecom systems in order to
improve quality and interoperability, reduce significantly on-site testing as well as the time to market.

Main objectives and achievements
• Assessment of todays practice of field testing, including benchmarking with other industries done

• Definition of a common test process framework to support guidance to decide between on-site and lab/simulation tests
• Glossary to define the necessary testing terminology created
• Definition of common criteria for test case selection which can be shifted from site to lab
• Specification of a standardized method to derive and describe test cases done
• Definition of a dedicated system test architecture for lab testing supporting Zero On-sight Testing ongoing

Future outlook:
• Implementation of system test architecture for lab
testing supporting Zero On-sight Testing

• Standardization of interfaces and test processes to
ensure reproducibility

WP7

SMART WAYSIDE OBJECTS - LED BY THALES

T

he overall scope of this work package is to contribute to the development of an
autonomous, intelligent, maintenancefree smart equipment (“box”) able to connect
with any signalling wayside object and communicating device in the area (by radio or
satellite) in order to foster overall reduction both of installation and maintenance costs.
The objective of this work package is to arrive at definitions and specification of practical
demonstrations of prototypes.
Goals
• To provide fully de-centralized control of remote trackside objects without cabling, with
higher band widths for transmission of status reports maintenance information.
• To implement energy harvesting systems reliable for railway requirements
• To maintain a close relationship with other WPs (WP3, WP8, WP6), open call (Etalon) and
NGTC

Main achievements
• Analysis of different economic models from high performance to low density lines and geographical distibution

• Analysis of the state-of-the-art of wireless communication technologies, power supply and maintenance and diagnosis
• Analysis of railway and non-railway standards and elicitation and analysis of customer requirements
• Specification of requirements of the smart wayside object controller
• First steps of the architecture system definition.

Future outlook:
• Prototype development and definition of validation tests
• Validation tests execution and validation tests results

WP8

CYBER SECURITY - LED BY ALSTOM TRANSPORT
The main objectives of this work package are:
• The definition of a cyber security system dedicated to railways
• The definition of a security-by-design standard applicable
to railway applications

Main goal:
• Conceive a European rail security strategy with guidelines able to provide a common
approach on the process and assessment of railway security risks related to cyberattacks for all actors (operators / asset owners, system integrators, product suppliers,
service providers).

This common cyber security approach includes:
- A common railway architecture
- The choice of a Secure-by-Design standard to follow during the whole system
development life-cycle
- Threat landscape
- Security risk assessment process dedicated to railways
- Control framework
- Definition of protection profile for main components based on security level vectors.

Scope of the aimed standardisation:

m

WP1

PROJECT MANAGEMENT - LED BY SIEMENS

The objectives of this WP are to ensure the efficient and
effective coordination of the project the management of the consortium and
contract management, administrative and financial as well as the Quality management.

WP2

TECHNICAL COHERENCE
LED BY ALSTOM

WP9

COMMUNICATION & DISSEMINATION
LED BY DEUTSCHE BAHN

T

T

• Technical coordination has focused on the architecture for IP2/X2Rail-1 and the
links with X2Rail-2
• Coordination and interaction with S2R; support from TMT to SC if and when
required

Participated events:

he objective of this WP is to coordinate the six technical work packages
(WP3, WP4, WP5, WP6, WP7, WP8) and the dissemination work package
(WP9) to create a single project that addresses the whole subject of research
and innovations in X2Rail-1 in coherence with the future and concurrent S2R IP2
research and development activities. WP2 will facilitate and foster synergies
between the different technical work packages towards S2R objectives.

Future outlook:
• Continuing actions to the architecture drawing and explanation text
“Reference Architecture” that can be passed to other areas in S2R and in
priority X2Rail-2 and later X2Rail-3
• System integration report; report on the level of integration achieved by the
project and guidelines towards the integration in S2R
• Terminology for the future signalling and automation system; completing
the harmonized glossary for the terminology used in X2Rail-1 with inputs from
X2Rail-2
• Reflection on IP2/Signalling architecture and functions for either the short
term (2020), or the mid-term (2022-2023 = end of S2R), and long term vision
(>2023 and potentially S2R2)

his WP seeks to ensure proper dissemination and promotion of the project and
its results, in a way which is consistent with the dissemination and promotion
activities of the Shift2Rail JU. It will ensure that the outputs of the project are
delivered in a form which makes them immediately available for use by the IP2
within Shift2Rail. The WP9 will make use of the results stemming from all other
work packages and foster the communication and transfer of these results.

• 30 May 2017: All abroad for advanced railway signalling and automation systems
• 28 September 2017: ICT on Trains
• 29 November 2017: IRS2017
• 26 March .2018: UIC Global Conference for Signalling
• 17 April 2018 TRA 2018
Additionally, an advisory group will be set up, in order to get feedback on our
ideas and investigations and at the same time distribute our achievements.
The advisory group connects regulation and standardisation bodies, key railway
stakeholders as well as cross-sector stakeholders with the X2Rail-1 consortium, in
order to exchange information and get advice from outside the project.
If you are interested to join the advisory group, please contact the X2Rail-1 project
coordinator or the dissemination work package leader.

PUBLICATIONS

FUTURE EVENTS
Future events will be updated regularly on the
X2Rail-1 website.

Can be found on the X2Rail-1 website:
Results and Publications
D3.1 - User & System Requirements (Telecommunications)

INNOTRANS 2018

This document captures and articulates the user and system requirements for a future adaptable telecommunications system
to serve the needs of railways. It primarily focuses on signalling, critical voice, critical data and critical video, a wide range of
applications have been identified and considered. These include passenger internet connectivity, which is recognised by a number of
governments to be a prime contributor to passenger satisfaction and national productivity.

D6.1 - Current test condition and Benchmarking report
Document constitutes the first issue of the deliverable D6.1 “Current test condition and benchmarking report” in the framework
of the project titled “Start-up activities for Advanced Signalling and Automation Systems”. A benchmarking with safety-critical
industries outside the railway sector has been performed, in order to compare against lessons learnt for railway system applications
and give them a wider context.

D7.1 - Analysis of existing lines and economic models

X2Rail-1 will be represented at the Shift2Rail booth.
TOKYO WCRR 2019

The present document constitutes the first issue of deliverable D7.1 “Analysis of existing lines and economic models” in the
framework of the project titled “Start-up activities for Advanced Signalling and Automation Systems” The objective of this
document is to analyse the existing lines and economic model from the perspective of the wayside objects, in order to demonstrate
the soundness of the concept of object controllers (OCs) realizing a distributed approach to rail automation.

D8.1 - Selection of the „Secure-by-design“ standard
This document constitutes the first issue of deliverable D8.1 “Selection of the ‘Secureby-design’ standard” in the framework of the
project titled “Start-up activities for Advanced Signalling and Automation Systems” Secure-by-design means that the component
has been designed from the ground up to be secure.

X2Rail-1 Flyer

>> Where to find us:
http://projects.shift2rail.org/X2RAIL-1

X2Rail-1 plans to attend the 12th World Congress on
Railway Research in Tokyo, Japan.
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